
JUPITER + Perth
Book your free learning visit  
to Rachel Maclean’s new  
artwork on Perth high street



JUPITER + Perth

JUPITER + is a new art programme led by  
Jupiter Artland that will see world class  
artwork appear across Scotland starting this  
October in Perth. 

One of the most influential artists of her generation, Scottish artist  
Rachel Maclean is the first artist in this programme. Working in film,  
animation, sculpture, print, costume, textiles and set design,  
Rachel Maclean’s practice is fascinating to explore. She is creating  
a remarkable space that will take over a retail unit on Perth High Street.

We are inviting students, secondary school groups & colleges to 
explore the work and take part in our Free Learning Programme.  
Each Free Learning Visit starts with a guided tour through  
Rachel Maclean’s artwork on Perth High Street and is followed by  
a creative workshop facilitated by our JUPITER + Learning Team  
and it’s all for free.

     Dates: 24 October to 22 December
     Days: Monday to Friday
     Location: Perth High Street
     Cost: FREE
     Length: Single session, half day or full day
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Who is this for?  

Our free programme invites students studying National Qualifications  
in Art & Design at National 5, Higher and Advanced Higher levels  
all the way through to students studying Further & Higher Education.  
It is also relevant to students studying Drama, Fashion, Photography,  
and Graphic Communication or as part of cross-curricular projects.  
Our Learning Team will discuss the aims of your visit in advance  
to ensure activities align with your students’ learning objectives.  
Our Schools Programme is available for S4 students upwards,  
as the artwork is not intended for younger viewers.

Teacher CPD 

The JUPITER + Programme provides structured Teacher CPD  
sessions that invite you as a pedagogic practitioner to extend your  
confidence and reflect on how contemporary art & design can  
exist within your curriculum and enrich your students’ outcomes.



So what can I get from a school trip to  
JUPITER + ?

A trip to JUPITER + will kick start the next phase for your student’s 
creative journey. They can enhance portfolio work, develop critical 
analysis skills and gain a greater awareness of contemporary art 
practice and creative careers. Students will be able to:

Enhance their Expressive Portfolios
Our JUPITER + team will facilitate students to explore their  
own ideas, experiment with materials and processes,  
towards expressive individual outcomes.

Generate Design Ideas
Working to a given brief, students will be invited to work  
through the design process presenting their design solutions  
to the JUPITER + team.

Develop Contextual Analysis Skills
Students will be invited to critically discuss Rachel Maclean’s  
art practice, identifying materials and processes, themes  
and intentions, use of technology, and their social and cultural 
connections.

Gain insight into career pathways
Students will learn what it’s like to work in the creative industry;  
as a visual artist, filmmaker, set designer, animator, costume  
or textile designer.
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About Rachel Maclean 

Known for her satirical characters and meticulously crafted fantasy  
worlds, Rachel Maclean has rapidly established herself as one  
of the most distinctive creative voices in the UK. Rachel Maclean’s  
explorations into politics, society and identity have never been more  
relevant and we are thrilled to announce that Rachel Maclean is  
bringing her uniquely dark vision to Perth High Street as the first  
off-site project in our JUPITER + series.

Maclean’s diverse art practice is defined by its bold use of film,  
animation, green screen video effects, soundtracks, digital  
print-making, costume, make-up, prop and set design. She uses the  
fairy-tale genre to examine the blurred boundary between childhood  
and adulthood utilising a candy-coloured visual language.  
Since graduated from Edinburgh College of Art in 2009, she has won  
numerous awards, and has had solo exhibitions and commissions  
with Tate Britain; The National Gallery London; Talbot Rice Gallery;  
Jupiter Artland and Edinburgh Printmakers as well as representing  
Scotland + Venice at the Venice Biennale 2017. She lives and  
works in Glasgow.
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About JUPITER + 

Jupiter Artland is an award-winning sculpture park and contemporary 
art gallery located just outside Edinburgh. It is home to a growing  
collection of outdoor sculpture, powered by an annual commissioning  
programme that sees artists invited to create work in response  
to, and in dialogue with, the landscape. Unrivalled internationally, this  
unique programme has resulted in landmark permanent artworks  
by luminaires including Andy Goldsworthy, Antony Gormley, Phyllida  
Barlow, Rachel Maclean, Nathan Coley, Cornelia Parker, Charles  
Jencks and Tracey Emin.

JUPITER + is our new off-site commissioning programme, which  
will see world-class artworks brought to locations and communities  
across Scotland.
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Book your FREE learning visit today 

JUPITER + is offering FREE visits and workshops to accompany  
a remarkable new artwork by Rachel Maclean set to appear on  
Perth High Street this October.

Each Free Learning Visit starts with guided visit through Rachel 
Maclean’s new artwork on Perth High Street and is followed  
by a creative workshop facilitated by our JUPITER + Learning Team. 

How do I sign-up? 

     Book Online: www.jupiterartland.org/jupiter-free-school-visits
     Phone: 01506 889 900 (Option 4)
     Email: engagement@jupiterartland.org

What happens next?  

You will be sent a pre-visit pack with all the information you need
to plan your trip.

All images © Rachel Maclean or Jupiter Artland unless  
otherwise noted. p1 & p5 Photo © James Glossop.  
p2 & p4 © Rachel Maclean. p6 © Allan Pollok Morris.  
Design: Tom Joyes.
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